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ABSTRACT 
 
The transport of Flame Surface Density (FSD) in turbulent premixed flames has been studied 
using a database obtained from Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). Three-dimensional freely 
propagating developing statistically planar turbulent premixed flames have been examined over a 
range of global Lewis numbers from 0.6 to 1.2.  Simplified chemistry has been used and the 
emphasis is on the effects of Lewis number on FSD transport in the context of Reynolds-averaged 
closure modelling.  Under the same initial conditions of turbulence, flames with low Lewis 
numbers are found to exhibit counter-gradient transport of FSD, whereas flames with higher 
Lewis numbers tend to exhibit gradient transport of FSD.  Stronger heat release effects for lower 
Lewis number flames are found to lead to an increase in the positive (negative) value of the 
dilatation rate (normal strain rate) term in the FSD transport equation with decreasing Lewis 
number. The contribution of flame curvature to FSD transport is found to be influenced 
significantly by the effects of Lewis number on the curvature dependence of the magnitude of the 
reaction progress variable gradient, and on the combined reaction and normal diffusion 
components of displacement speed. The modelling of the various terms of the FSD transport 
equation has been analysed in detail and the performance of existing models is assessed with 
respect to the terms assembled from corresponding quantities extracted from DNS data.  Based on 
this assessment, suitable models are identified which are able to address the effects of non-unity 
Lewis number on FSD transport, and new or modified models are suggested wherever necessary.  
 
Keywords: Flame Surface Density, Lewis number, Turbulent premixed flames, Reynolds 
Averaged closure, Direct Numerical Simulation 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Arabic  
a                                           Model parameter 
Sa                                         Model parameter 
LA                                         Laminar flame area 
PA                                        Projected area in the direction of mean flame propagation 
TA                                         Turbulent flame area 
 b                                          Model parameter 
 c                                          Reaction progress variable 
c                                          Reaction progress variable value indicating the flame surface 
cpc                                         Model parameter for the unresolved curvature and     
                                             propagation terms of the FSD transport equation 
mc                                         Model parameter for the scalar dissipation rate of reaction 
                                             progress variable 
PC                                        Specific heat capacity at constant pressure 
VC                                        Specific heat capacity at constant volume 
D            Progress variable diffusivity 
FSDD                                     Dilatation rate contribution to the FSD transport equation 
g                                          Segregation factor 
g                                         Model constant for algebraic closure of FSD 
globalk                                    Volume averaged global turbulent kinetic energy 
initialk                                     Volume averaged initial turbulent kinetic energy 
 k~                                         Favre averaged turbulent kinetic energy  
 l                                           Integral length scale evaluated over the whole DNS domain 
tl                                           Local integral length scale used in Reynolds averaged closure 
L                                          Domain length 
yL                                         Flame wrinkling length scale 
Le                                         Lewis number 
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Ma             Mach number 
M

                                        Resolved flame normal vector 
 ijn                                        Orientation factor 
iN                                         i
th component of local flame normal 
N

                                        Local flame normal vector 
p                                          Model parameter 
Pr             Prandtl number 
tRe             Turbulent Reynolds number 
dS                                         Displacement speed 
nS                                         Normal diffusion component of displacement speed 
LS             Unstrained laminar burning velocity  
rS                                         Reaction component of displacement speed 
RS                                         Resolved part of the tangential strain rate term in the FSD  
                                             transport equation 
tS                                          Tangential diffusion component of displacement speed 
URS                                       Unresolved part of the tangential strain rate term in the FSD  
                                             transport equation 
t                                            Time 
chemt                                       Chemical time scale 
ft                                          Initial turbulent eddy turnover time 
simt                                        Simulation time 
t                                          Kolmogorov time scale 
T                                          Non-dimensional temperature 
1T                                          Turbulent transport term in the FSD transport equation 
2T                                          Tangential strain rate term in the FSD transport equation 
3T                                          Propagation term in the FSD transport equation 
4T                                          Curvature term in the FSD transport equation 
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31T                                         Propagation term arising from the combined reaction and normal  
                                             diffusion components of displacement speed                                        
32T                                         Propagation term arising from the tangential diffusion component  
                                              of displacement speed 
41T                                          Curvature term arising from the combined reaction and normal  
                                              diffusion components of displacement speed                                        
42T                                         Curvature term arising from the tangential diffusion component  
                                              of displacement speed 
Tˆ                                           Dimensional Temperature 
adT              Adiabatic flame temperature 
0T              Unburned gas temperature 
iu              i
th component of  fluid velocity 
u                                          Root mean square velocity fluctuation magnitude  
w             Chemical reaction rate of reaction progress variable 
ix              i 
th Cartesian co-ordinate 
RY                                          Reactant mass fraction 
 
Greek  
N                                          Orientation factor 
T                                           Thermal diffusivity 
0T                                          Thermal diffusivity in unburned gas 
     Zeldovich number   
0                                            Model parameter 
                                             Ratio of specific heat capacities 
c                                            Coefficient for burning rate pdf 
L     Laminar flame thickness based on c  
th                                            Laminar flame thickness based on Tˆ  
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~                                             Dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy 
c~                                             Scalar dissipation rate of reaction progress variable 
                                             Model parameter 
     Kolmogorov length scale 
m                                            Flame curvature 
                                             Thermal conductivity 
0     Dynamic viscosity of unburned gas 
0                                             Kinematic viscosity of unburned gas 
                                             Wrinkling factor 
     Density 
0                                            Unburned gas density 
y                                            Orientation factor 
                                             Fine-grained Flame Surface Density 
gen                                          Generalised Flame Surface Density 
     Heat release parameter 
 
Symbol 
q                                             Reynolds averaged value of a general quantity q  
q~                                             Favre averaged value of a general quantity q  
q                                             Favre fluctuation of a general quantity q  
sq)(                                          Surface averaged value of a general quantity q  (= gencq  / ) 
Acronyms 
DNS                                        Direct Numerical Simulation 
LES                                         Large Eddy Simulation  
RANS                                      Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
In turbulent premixed flames the mean chemical reaction rate is often expressed in terms 
of the Flame Surface Density (FSD) which quantifies the surface area per unit volume of 
the flame [1]. The FSD can be modelled using a simple algebraic expression in the 
equation for reaction progress variable, or alternatively a modelled transport equation for 
the FSD may be solved alongside the other conservation equations in the context of either 
a Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) or Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approach 
[2-12].  The fine grained FSD [13] is defined as )(  ccc  where c  is the value 
of the reaction progress variable on the isosurface which is chosen to mark the flame 
location.  In either RANS or LES, the FSD is given by )(  ccc  where the 
overbar signifies a Reynolds averaging or LES filtering operation as appropriate. In the 
corrugated flamelets regime, the isosurfaces of reaction progress variable are parallel to 
each other [14] and the statistics of the FSD remain independent of the choice of  cc .  
In the thin reaction zones regime the progress variable isosurfaces are no longer parallel 
and hence the statistics of the FSD are likely to be dependent on the choice of c .  This 
issue has been addressed using Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) in several previous 
studies [10,12,14-17], and modelling can be facilitated by using the generalised FSD 
defined as cgen   [18] which is independent of the value of c .  
 
Recent DNS studies [16,17,19] have demonstrated that the Lewis number Le  has a 
significant effect on the transport of scalar gradients in turbulent premixed flames.  The 
Lewis number Le  can be defined as the ratio of the thermal diffusivity T  to the mass 
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diffusivity D  of the reaction progress variable such that DLe T / .  Recent studies  by 
Chakraborty and Cant [20,21] have demonstrated that the turbulent fluxes of both 
reaction progress variable and FSD exhibit counter-gradient transport in flames with Le  
much smaller than unity ( 1Le ) whereas flames with 1Le  show gradient transport 
under the same turbulent flow conditions.   
 
To date, almost all FSD based modelling for turbulent premixed flames has been carried 
out under the assumption that the Lewis number is equal to unity [2-10,12]. Limited 
efforts have been made to address the effects of Lewis number on FSD transport [5,11]. 
Since the Lewis number is known to have a significant influence on the alignment of 
scalar gradients with local principal strain rates [19], the strain rate contribution to the 
FSD transport is likely to be affected. Moreover, the effects of Lewis number on 
dilatation rate and flame normal acceleration are likely to affect the turbulent transport of 
FSD. The influence of Lewis number on displacement speed dS  [17,22,23] significantly 
affects the propagation and curvature contributions to the transport of c  [16,17].  
Different aspects of the modelling of the FSD curvature term have been addressed in 
previous DNS studies by Trouvé and Poinsot [5], Chakraborty and Cant [10,12] and Han 
and Huh [11], but the modelling of Lewis number effects on the various terms of the FSD 
transport equation has yet to be addressed in detail in the open literature.  
 
The present study attempts to address this modelling issue by using a DNS database of 
statistically planar developing turbulent premixed flames with simplified chemistry and 
global Lewis numbers ranging from 6.0Le  to 1.2. In real premixed flames, different 
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species have different Lewis numbers and hence it is not straightforward to specify a 
unique characteristic Lewis number for the entire combustion process. Often the Lewis 
number of the deficient reactant species is chosen, as discussed in previous studies, e.g. 
Ref. [24]. In the present study a generic single step Arrhenius type reaction (i.e. 
ProductsReactants  ) is used, in which the thermo-chemical parameters were chosen 
to ensure that the unstrained laminar burning velocity LS , adiabatic flame temperature 
adT , heat release parameter   and thermal flame thickness th  remain unchanged for all 
of the Lewis number cases considered. It is important to note that the characteristic Lewis 
number in actual premixed flames may change due to variations of equivalence ratio or a 
change in fuel type. In reality this may lead also to changes in the thermo-chemical 
parameters.  However, in several previous studies only the Lewis number was varied 
while adT , LS  and   were kept unaltered in order to study the effects of differential heat 
and mass diffusion rates in isolation [5,11, 19-23,25-32] and the same approach has been 
followed here. The major objectives of the present study are as follows: 
1. To demonstrate the effects of Lewis number on the statistical behaviour of the 
different terms of the FSD transport equation. 
2. To explore the modelling implications mainly in the context of RANS 
simulations. 
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The necessary mathematical background 
and details of the numerical implementation will be given in the next two sections of this 
paper. Following this, results will be presented and subsequently discussed. Finally the 
main findings will be summarised and conclusions will be drawn. 
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2. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND  
In principle, DNS of turbulent premixed flames should be carried out in three dimensions 
with detailed chemistry. Until recently, due to limitations of computer hardware, most 
combustion DNS studies were carried out either in two dimensions with detailed 
chemistry or in three dimensions with simplified chemistry. Although three-dimensional 
DNS with detailed chemistry is now becoming possible, such calculations remain 
extremely computationally demanding [33] and remain prohibitive for a parametric study 
such as that carried out in this paper. Since the present study aims to consider the 
influence of Lewis number on FSD transport in isolation from other effects, three-
dimensional DNS with single step Arrhenius-type chemistry is considered to be 
appropriate.  Here the species field is represented uniquely by a single reaction progress 
variable c , which may be defined in terms of a suitable reactant mass fraction RY  (e.g. 
the mass fraction of the deficient species characterising the global Lewis number in the 
context of detailed chemistry) according to )/()( 00  RRRR YYYYc  where the 
subscripts 0 and   denote the unburned reactants and fully-burned products respectively. 
The single step chemistry considered in the present study qualitatively captures the global 
features of flame-turbulence interaction (e.g. reaction rate variation within the flame 
brush, overall burning rate etc.) in combustion of homogeneous mixtures at different 
global Lewis numbers [5,11,19-23,25-32]. In low Mach number globally-adiabatic 
flames with unity Lewis number the reaction progress variable c  is identical to the non-
dimensional temperature )/()ˆ( 00 TTTTT ad  , where Tˆ  is the instantaneous 
dimensional temperature and 0T   is the temperature of the unburned reactants. However, 
for non-unity Lewis number flames the non-dimensional temperature T  may assume 
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locally super-adiabatic values (i.e. 1T ) [19,31] even under globally adiabatic 
conditions, whereas c  is always bounded between zero and unity (i.e. 10  c ).  Hence 
the direct link between T and c  is lost. 
 
The generalised FSD is defined using the gradient of reaction progress variable as 
)/( 0  RRRgen YYYc , and the transport equation for the generalised FSD may 
be stated as [1,10,12,13]: 
      
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where ccN  /  is the local flame normal vector and sQ)( denotes the surface 
average of a general quantity Q  which given by ccQQ s  /)(  [18]. Here, dS  is the 
displacement speed defined as    ccd ccDwS )/().(   [10,12,22-24,34], which 
is the speed at which a given isosurface of  cc  moves normal to itself with respect to an 
initially coincident material surface.  The terms on the left-hand side of eq. 1 are the 
transient term and the mean advection term respectively.  On the right-hand side the 
terms are referred to respectively as the turbulent transport term 1T , the strain rate term 
2T , the propagation term 3T   and the curvature term 4T .  All of these terms are unclosed 
and hence require modelling. The effects of Lewis number on the statistical behaviour of 
these unclosed terms will be addressed in section 4 of this paper.  
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3. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 
A DNS database of statistically planar turbulent flames with global Lewis number 
6.0Le , 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 has been considered for the present study. A compressible 
DNS code SENGA [10-12,15-17,19-23] is used to generate the database. The simulations 
have been carried out in a cubic domain of size ththth  1.241.241.24  , where 
Ladth
TMaxTT ˆ/)( 0   is the thermal flame thickness of the unstrained planar 
laminar flame. The simulation domain is discretised using a uniform mesh of size 
230230230   for all the cases considered here. The boundaries in the transverse 
directions are taken to be periodic while the boundaries in the direction of mean flame 
propagation (i.e. the 1x  direction) are taken to be partially non-reflecting and are 
specified using the Navier Stokes Characteristic Boundary Conditions (NSCBC) 
formulation [35].  The spatial derivatives at interior points are evaluated using a 10th 
order central difference scheme and the order of differentiation falls gradually to a 2nd 
order one-sided scheme near non-periodic boundaries. The time advancement is carried 
out using an explicit 3rd order low storage Runge-Kutta scheme [36].  For all simulations 
the turbulent velocity field is initialised using a standard pseudo-spectral method [37] 
with a Batchelor-Townsend turbulent kinetic energy spectrum [38]. The flame is 
initialised with an unstrained planar steady laminar flame solution. The mesh spacing is 
determined by the required resolution of the flame and in all cases about 10 mesh points 
are kept within Max(L ,th ) where L 1/ Maxc L  is an alternative flame thickness, 
which is greater (smaller) than th  for flames with 1Le  ( 1Le ). The thicknesses L  
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and th  are equal to each other for unity Lewis number flames. The flame thickness ratio 
thL  /  assumes values of 1.40, 1.15, 1.0 and 0.90 for the 6.0Le , 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 
flames respectively. Since the 2.1Le  flame thickness is fully resolved using 10 mesh 
points, the resolution is even better for all of the other flames. 
 
The thermo-chemical parameters are chosen such that the normalised turbulent rms 
velocity fluctuation LSu / , integral length scale to thermal flame thickness ratio l /th  
and heat release parameter   (Tad T0) /T0   are identical for all of the flames in the 
present database, with values given by 5.7/  LSu , 45.2/ thl   and 5.4 .  It should 
be noted that the unstrained planar laminar burning velocity SL  and thermal flame 
thickness th  also remain fixed for all flames, while the dynamic viscosity, thermal 
conductivity and specific heat capacities are taken to be constant and independent of 
temperature.  In reality, transport properties such as ,   and D  are known to vary 
with temperature.  For low turbulent Reynolds numbers an increase in viscosity with 
temperature leads to a rapid decay of turbulence in the burned gases and hence acts to 
limit the extent and duration of the flame-turbulence interaction, which tends to become 
characterised mainly by turbulence acting on the reactant side. This issue has been 
discussed in detail by Poinsot et al. [39] and Louch and Bray [40]. A number of previous 
studies (Refs. [16,20-23,31,41-45]) with constant thermo-physical properties have 
contributed significantly to the fundamental understanding and modelling of scalar 
gradient transport. Moreover, the two-dimensional detailed-chemistry DNS data of Gran 
et al. [46] suggested that the present assumption regarding constant D  holds reasonably 
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well in turbulent premixed flames. It is worth noting that similar assumptions were made 
in several previous DNS studies [10,12,15,17,19]  while analysing the transport of 
reactive scalar gradients (e.g. c ) and the same approach has been followed in the 
present study. 
 
For the specified values of LSu /  and  thl / , the Damköhler number thL uSlDa  / , 
Karlovitz number 2/12/3 )/()/(  thL lSuKa   and turbulent Reynolds number 
00 /Re  lut   take the values 33.0Da , 13Ka  and 0.47Re t  for all cases where 
0 is the unburned gas density.  Standard values are taken for Prandtl number ( 7.0Pr  ), 
ratio of specific heats ( 4.1/  VP CC ), flame Mach number 
( 014.0/ 0  RTSMa L  ) and Zel’dovich number ( 0.6/)( 20  adadac TTTT ) where 
Tac  is the activation temperature. The Karlovitz number is greater than unity for all the 
flames considered in the present database, which suggests that combustion for all cases is 
taking place within the thin reaction zones regime according to the regime diagram by 
Peters [14].  The values of LSu /  and thl /  considered in the present study are often 
realised in premixed combustion within internal combustion engines (see Fig. 4.20 in 
Ref. [47]) especially in low speed part load applications [48]. Moreover, for these values 
the Damköhler number characterising the combustion process remains small (i.e. 
1Da ), which suggests that the strict flamelet assumption may not be sufficient to 
model the underlying combustion process. This issue will be revisited in Section 4 of this 
paper. 
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Under decaying turbulence, simulations should be carried out for a time ),max( cfsim ttt   
where ult f  /  is the initial eddy turn over time and Lthc St /  is the chemical time 
scale. In all the present cases, simulations have been carried out for about three initial 
eddy turn over times which corresponds to about one chemical time scale. This 
simulation time is comparable to that used in several previous DNS studies [5, 10-12, 15-
23,30-32,34]. By the time the statistics were extracted, the value of LSu /  in the reactant 
mixture ahead of the flame had decayed to about 50% of its initial value, whereas the 
value of thl /  in the reactants had increased by a factor of about 1.7. Thus, even after 
three eddy turn over times, the combustion still remains with the thin reaction zones 
regime [14].   
 
In post-processing the results, all Reynolds or Favre averaged quantities were evaluated 
by ensemble averaging the relevant quantity over each 32 xx   plane at a given 1x  
location.  In order to check the statistical convergence, the averaged quantities were 
evaluated by using a spatially distinct half of the grid points in the 32 xx   plane and were 
compared to the corresponding quantities using the full sample size available in the same 
plane.  
 
4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
Flame turbulence interaction and FSD statistics 
Contours of reaction progress variable c  are shown in Fig. 1 for all the Lewis number 
cases considered here.  It is evident that the progress variable contours in the preheat zone 
(e.g. 5.0c ) are more distorted than those in the reaction zone (e.g. 9.07.0  c ) for all 
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the flames. This is consistent with the expected behaviour for the thin reaction zones 
regime [14] where the small scale eddies can penetrate to the preheat zone and distort it. 
However, the reaction zone retains its quasi-laminar structure since it is not disturbed by 
the small scale eddies. It is evident from Figs. 1a-e that the flame wrinkling increases 
with decreasing Lewis number, which is in accordance with several previous studies [20-
32]. This is reflected in the increased broadening of the flame brush with decreasing 
Lewis number.  
 
The variation of the generalised FSD cgen   with Favre-averaged reaction progress 
variable c~  is shown in Fig.2a for all the Lewis number cases considered.  Here gen  has 
been normalised using the thermal flame thickness th  which remains constant for all 
cases.  The curves remain similar in shape for all cases and are skewed towards the 
reactant side of the flame (i.e. 5.0~ c ). It can also be observed that gen  assumes smaller 
values for lower Lewis number at a given value of c~  over a major portion of the flame 
brush. The corresponding variations for the resolved part of the generalised FSD (i.e. 
c ) are shown in Fig. 2b, using the same normalisation. The value of c  is also seen 
to assume smaller values for lower Lewis number for a given value of c~  over most of the 
flame brush, and the variation of c  with c~ becomes more strongly skewed towards the 
reactant side with decreasing Lewis number.  On comparing the relative magnitudes of 
thgen   and thc   it is evident that the wrinkling factor cgen  /  increases 
with decreasing Lewis number, which can be substantiated from Fig. 2c where the 
variation of   with c~  is presented for all the flames considered here.  
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A decreasing trend of resolved FSD c  with decreasing Lewis number is a result of 
thickening of turbulent flame brush due to increased wrinkling with decreasing Lewis 
number, since the turbulent flame brush thickness b  scales with the inverse of c  
(i.e. cb /1~ ). The extent of flame brush thickening with decreasing Le  is sufficient to 
overcome the effects of increased wrinkling factor   for flames with low Lewis number, 
which leads to the observed reduction in gen  values for these cases (see Fig. 2a).  
 
Since the definition of gen  is based on mass fraction gradient it is worth examining the 
variation of FSD normalised by the flame thickness L  which is also based on mass 
fraction gradient. From the definition of L  (i.e. LL cMax /1 )  it is evident that the 
quantity Lgen   determines the ratio of FSD in the turbulent flame to the maximum 
FSD value in the corresponding laminar flame. The variation of Lgen   with c  is 
shown in Fig. 2d which clearly indicates that Lgen   increases significantly with 
decreasing Lewis number. In the context of algebraic closure modelling gen  is often 
modelled as: yygen Lccg /)1(    where g  is a model constant, yL  is a wrinkling 
length scale which is often taken to be directly proportional to local integral length scale 
and y  is an orientation factor which is given by MNy

.  [49] where M  is the 
resolved flame normal vector. According to this algebraic model the maximum value of 
gen  is attained deterministically at 5.0c  but Fig. 2d suggests that the maximum value 
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of Lgen   is shifted slightly towards the product side for flames with 1Le  and moves 
towards 5.0c  for increasing values of Le . These observations are consistent with the 
earlier findings of Trouvé and Poinsot [5].   
 
The observed increase in flame wrinkling with decreasing Lewis number, as shown in 
Fig. 2c, is consistent with several previous findings [20-32].  The observation can further 
be substantiated using the values of normalised turbulent flame speed LT SS /  and 
normalised flame surface area LT AA /  which are presented in Table 1. The values of 
LT SS /  have been evaluated by volume integrating the reaction rate w  using the 
expression 
V
PT dVwAS )/1( 0  where PA  is the projected area of the flame in the 
direction of mean flame propagation, while the values of LT AA /  have been evaluated by 
volume integrating c  (i.e.  
V
dVc ) under both turbulent and laminar conditions. 
Table 1 shows clearly that there is a strongly increasing trend in the values of LT SS /  and 
LT AA /  with decreasing Lewis number, and that this effect is particularly prevalent in the  
flames with 1Le  due to the presence of thermo-diffusive instabilities [20-32].  The 
temporal evolution of LT SS /  for all cases is plotted in Fig. 2e. For the flames with 
8.0Le , 1.0 and 1.2, the values of LT SS /  were no longer changing rapidly with time 
when statistics were extracted, but this rate of change remains significant for the 
6.0Le  flame.  This finding is consistent with previous DNS data by Trouvé and 
Poinsot [5] and Hun and Huh [11]. Aspden et al. [50] recently demonstrated a statistically 
steady state of the burning rate for low Lewis number flames using DNS, using an extra 
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source term in the momentum transport equations to maintain a time-dependent 
background turbulent velocity field within the domain, together with active control to 
regulate the mean velocity through the inlet. Nishiki et al. [51] also demonstrated a 
statistically stationary state of flame-turbulence interaction in a rectangular box by 
manually adjusting the mean inlet velocity. It is worth noting that a much larger domain 
size in the direction of mean flame propagation is required to obtain a statistically steady 
state using such numerical treatments [50,51], which makes the computational cost 
prohibitive for the kind of parametric study considered in this work.  
 
From experimental data, Muppala et al. [52] obtained the result that )1/( LT AA  scales 
with 25.03.0 Re)/)(/1( tLSuLe  .  In the present study, for the values of LSu /  and thl /  at 
the time when statistics were extracted (as presented in Table 2 in Ref. [21]), the ratio 
1
25.03.025.03.0 )]Re)//(()1//[()]Re)//(()1/[(  LetLLTtLLT SuLeAASuLeAA  yields the 
values 1.06, 1.02 and 1.03 for the 6.0Le , 0.8 and 1.2 flames respectively. Hence there 
is good agreement with the findings of Muppala et al. [52].   
 
In RANS simulations it is standard practice to solve for the Favre averaged reaction 
progress variable c~ , and hence c  needs to be obtained from c~ . According to the Bray-
Moss-Libby (BML) model [53] c  can be expressed in terms of c~  for unity Lewis 
number flames in the following manner:  
                                                      )(~1
~)1(
cOc
cc 
 
                                          (2) 
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Here )( cO   represents the interior contribution arising from the burning gas. The 
contribution of )( cO   remains negligible for combustion within the corrugated flamelets 
regime but may not be negligible for low Damköhler number flames within the thin 
reaction zones regime. For small values of Damköhler number (i.e. 1Da ) the 
probability density function (pdf) )(cP  of reaction progress variable c  is unlikely to be 
bimodal as suggested by BML analysis [53] because of the non-negligible probability of 
finding burning gas (i.e. 10  c ).  This can be substantiated from Fig. 3a where the 
pdfs of reaction progress variable for all the cases are shown at the location 
corresponding to 5.0~ c . It can be seen that the pdf of c is not well represented using a 
bimodal distribution, and that there is non-negligible probability of finding 10  c . As 
eq. 2 is derived using a presumed bimodal pdf of c  it is likely that this expression will 
not be able to capture the variation of c  with c~ for all the cases considered here. This can 
be substantiated from Fig. 3b where the variations of c  with c~  for all cases are presented 
along with the prediction of the BML expression (eq. 2).  It is evident from Fig. 3b that 
the BML relation does not accurately capture the variation of c  with c~ for all Lewis 
numbers.  It is interesting to note from Fig. 3b that the trend observed in the DNS results 
would be captured if a smaller value of the heat release parameter   is used in eq. 2.  
Since the effects of heat release are stronger in flames with lower Lewis number, a 
possible relation between c  and c~  can be devised based on the foregoing arguments as: 
                                    
cLeg
cLegc ba
ba
~1
~)1(



 
                                   (3) 
where )~1(~/2 cccg    is the segregation factor and a  and b  are model constants 
given by positive numbers.  The factor bLe  accounts for the strengthening of thermal 
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expansion effects with decreasing Lewis number.  It has been found that eq. 3 captures 
the variation of c  with c~  for all of the present Lewis number cases with model constants 
set to 5.1a  and 26.0b . To substantiate this point, Figs. 3c and d show the 
predictions of eq. 3 for the flames with 6.0Le  and 2.1Le . By comparison with the 
DNS data (solid line), it can be seen that the BML relation (eq. 2, line with open squares) 
overpredicts c  for both cases.  The relation given by eq. 3 without the Lewis number 
dependence (i.e. )~1/(~)1( cgcg aa    ) is shown for the Le = 0.6 and 1.2 cases in Figs. 
3c and d (labelled as Model-g, line with filled circles).  It can be seen that the 
performance of Model-g  is comparable to that of the expression given by eq. 3 for the 
cases with global Lewis numbers ranging from 0.6-1.2. However, Model-g is found to 
underpredict c  for the 34.0Le  case in the database presented in Refs. [20,21], whereas 
eq. 3 predicts c  satisfactorily in this case (results not shown here).  This indicates that the 
Lewis number dependence in eq. 3 is essential for capturing the correct variation of c  
with c~ , especially for flames with small values of Lewis number.   Here, the segregation 
factor g  is extracted from the DNS data and the variation of g  with c~  is shown in Fig. 
3e.  It is clear that g  remains smaller than unity for all cases, confirming that the BML 
relation )~1(~2 ccc     [53] is not valid for the flames considered here.  In the context 
of a RANS simulation, it is possible to obtain g  using an algebraic relation [21], or 
alternatively a modelled transport equation can be solved for 2c  .  The effects of Le  on 
the transport of 2c   have been addressed elsewhere [54].  
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According to eq. 3 the BML relation (eq. 2) is recovered when 0.1Le  and 0.1g . 
Thus, it is expected that the expression given by eq. 3 can be used in both the corrugated 
flamelets and the thin reaction zones regimes for a broad range of characteristic Lewis 
numbers.  
 
Statistical behaviour of FSD transport 
Before analysing the behaviour of the terms of the FSD transport equation, it is helpful to 
demonstrate that the FSD statistics show a satisfactory level of convergence.  To this end, 
the variation of gen  with c~  based on full and half sample sizes (using a spatially distinct 
half of the grid points) in the 32 xx   plane are compared in Figs. 4a-d for all cases. 
Clearly there is little difference between two sets of samples, indicating that a satisfactory 
level of statistical convergence in terms of FSD gen  has been obtained. The variation of 
wrinkling factor   with c~  across the flame brush for the spatially distinct half sample 
size in the 32 xx   plane is presented in Fig. 4e whereas the variation of   with c~  
obtained using the full sample size is shown in Fig. 2c. A comparison between Figs. 2c 
and 4e reveals that a satisfactory level of statistical convergence has been obtained not 
only in terms of gen  but also in terms of wrinkling factor  cgen  /  and the 
resolved part of generalised FSD c . It is worth noting that similar sample sizes have 
been used in several previous DNS studies [5,11,43,55] where RANS modelling has been 
addressed. 
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The behaviour of the terms 1T , 2T , 3T  and 4T  is shown in Figs. 5a-d for all the present 
Lewis number cases.  The principal observations that can be made from these figures are: 
 For all cases the strain rate term 2T  (dashed line) acts as the major source term.  The 
magnitude of 2T  decreases with increasing Lewis number. 
 The turbulent transport term 1T  (line with circles) remains small in comparison to the 
contribution of 2T . The relative strength of 1T  increases with increasing Lewis 
number.  In the 6.0Le  and 0.8 flames the contribution of 1T  is weakly negative 
towards the reactant side but becomes weakly positive for the rest of the flame brush.  
In the 0.1Le  and 1.2 flames the opposite behaviour is seen.  
 The contribution of the propagation term 3T  remains positive towards the reactant 
side and weakly negative towards the product side, which is consistent with previous 
DNS [5,10,12] and experimental studies [6,7]. The relative magnitude of 3T  in 
comparison to 2T  increases with increasing Lewis number.  
 The main differences in FSD transport between these cases arises from the difference 
in the behaviour of the curvature term 4T  (solid line). For the 6.0Le  flame, the 
contribution of 4T  remains positive towards the reactant side and becomes negative 
towards the product side. For the 8.0Le , 1.0 and 1.2 flames the contribution of 4T  
remains negative throughout the flame brush.  
 The magnitudes of the tangential strain rate term 2T  and the curvature term 4T  are 
comparable and remain almost in balance for flames with Lewis number close to 
unity (i.e. 8.0Le , 1.0 and 1.2). However, in the 6.0Le  flame, the positive 
contribution of the tangential strain rate term 2T   remains greater than the negative 
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contribution of the curvature term 4T .  This observation suggests that flame area 
generation is greater than flame area destruction in the 6.0Le  flame, which is a 
consequence of thermo-diffusive instability in these flames.  Hence the flame area 
increases with time. This is reflected in the higher value of LT AA /  in the 6.0Le  
flame as shown in Table 2. This is consistent with several previous findings based on 
analysis (Refs. 25,26), experiment (Refs. 27,28,48) and DNS (Refs. 5,11,20-23, 29-
32).  
 
The physics behind the observed statistical behaviour of these terms will be discussed 
next along with the associated modelling implications. 
 
Modelling of the turbulent transport term 1T  
For statistically planar turbulent premixed flames the modelling of 1T  depends on the 
modelling of the turbulent flux of the generalised FSD denoted by genisi uu  ]~)([ .  This 
quantity is often modelled using a classical gradient hypothesis according to 
igentgenisi xScuu   /)/(]~)([    where t   is the kinematic eddy viscosity and 
Sc  is an appropriate turbulent Schmidt number [2,3]. Veynante et al. [43] and 
Chakraborty and Cant [20] demonstrated that genisi uu  ]~)([  tends to exhibit counter-
gradient (gradient) behaviour when the turbulent flux of reaction progress variable cu 1  
is counter-gradient (gradient) in nature. The variations of the normalised values of the 
fluxes 111 /]~)([ xuu gengens    and 11 /~ xccu   with c~  are shown in Figs. 5a and 
b respectively for all the present Lewis number cases. A positive (negative) value in Figs. 
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6a and b indicates that there is counter-gradient (gradient) transport.  Figures 6a and b 
clearly indicate that the transport of both c~  and gen  is predominantly of counter-
gradient (gradient) type for the 6.0Le  flame ( 0.1Le  and 1.2 flames). Chakraborty 
and Cant [20] showed that the increasing tendency towards countergradient transport 
with decreasing Lewis number is due to the increasingly strong flame normal acceleration 
associated with higher rates of burning arising from thermo-diffusive instabilities 
occurring in flames with 1Le .  By contrast, thermo-diffusively neutral (i.e. 0.1Le ) 
and thermo-diffusively stable ( 2.1Le ) flames with the same initial turbulent flow field 
show gradient transport because of their weaker flame normal acceleration. Chakraborty 
and Cant [20] proposed a model for gens uu  ]~)([ 11  in the form: 
                       
)~1(~
)~21(
]~)([
2
1
11
ccc
cuc
uu gengens 
 

                                     (4) 
A similar model has been proposed by Veynante et al. [43], and the two models are 
equivalent when )~1(~2 ccc   . The model given by eq. 4 was found to provide slightly 
better agreement with the DNS data [20].  The success of either model depends on 
efficient modelling of turbulent scalar flux cu 1 , which has been addressed elsewhere 
[21,43,55].  
 
The predictions of the model given by eq. 4 are shown in Figs. 7a-d for the 6.0Le , 0.8, 
1.0 and 1.2 cases respectively, and the figure shows clearly that this model captures both 
the qualitative and quantitative behaviours of gens uu  ]~)([ 11  in a satisfactory manner for 
all the different Lewis number cases.  This suggests that the model given by eq. 4 can be 
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applied in both the corrugated flamelets and thin reaction zones regimes even under non-
unity Lewis number conditions. It is interesting to note that the model given by eq. 4 
removes the traditional gradient diffusion approach for 1T  (i.e. )/.(1 gent ScT   ) 
which helps to stabilise the solution of the modelled FSD transport equation. Thus the 
implementation of the new model may require special numerical treatment.  This issue 
needs to be assessed through a detailed a-posteriori analysis which is beyond the scope of 
the present study. 
 
Modelling of the strain rate term 2T   
The strain rate contribution to the FSD transport equation can be decomposed as: 
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where RS  and URS  are the resolved and unresolved contributions to the strain rate term. 
The terms gensiiFSD xuD  )/(  and gensjijiFSD xuNNN  )/(  denote the effects 
of dilatation rate and normal strain rate respectively. The variations of FSDD  (solid line), 
FSDN  (line with crosses), RS  (dashed line) and URS  (line with open circles) with c~  for 
all the present flames are shown in Figs. 8a-d. It is evident that FSDD , RS  and URS  all 
remain positive throughout the flame brush for all cases. However, the contribution of 
FSDD  decreases with increasing Lewis number due to the reduced effects of dilatation at 
higher Lewis numbers.  For all cases the contribution of FSDN   remains much smaller in 
magnitude than FSDD . It is also worth noting that FSDN  remains negative throughout for 
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the 6.0Le and 0.8 flames, whereas this term is positive towards the reactant side of the 
flame brush for the 0.1Le  and 1.2 flames before becoming negative towards the 
product side. Chakraborty et al. [19] demonstrated that the strain rate induced by heat 
release may overcome the effects of turbulent straining for flames with 1Le  and 
hence may give rise to preferential alignment of c  with the most extensive principal 
strain rate. Here, this leads to a negative contribution of FSDN  for the 6.0Le and 0.8 
flames.  By contrast, the effects of turbulent straining are likely to be greater than the 
effects of the strain rate induced by heat release for low Damköhler number flames with 
1Le  [19], which leads to preferential alignment of c  with the most compressive 
principal strain rate. This gives rise to positive values of FSDN   towards the reactant side 
of the flame brush, although the heat release remains sufficient in the present cases for 
negative values of FSDN  to persist towards the product side for the 0.1Le  and 1.2 
flames. 
 
The contribution of URS  dominates over RS  for all cases (see Figs. 8a-d).  Cant et al. [2] 
modelled the resolved strain rate term as genjiijR xunS  /~)1(  where ijn  is a model 
for 
sji
NN )( , given by ])()(1)[3/()()( skskijsjsiij NNNNn    and 
genisi xcN  //)(  is the surface averaged flame normal vector. Veynante et al. [7] 
modelled 
sji
NN )(  as: kuuNN
ik
kksiji
~4/)(
~

   and kuuNN jisiji
~2/)(
~  where k~  is 
the turbulent kinetic energy. The predictions of RS  by Cant et al. [2] and Veynante et al. 
[7] are referred to as the MCPB and MV models in Figs. 9a-d, in which the predictions of 
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these models are compared with RS  obtained from DNS data. It is evident from Figs. 9a-
d that both the MCPB model (line with inverted triangles) and the MV model (line with 
star symbols) predict the magnitude and the qualitative behaviour of RS  satisfactorily for 
all the flames considered here. The MV model shows slightly better agreement with the 
DNS data than the MCPB model, which tends to underpredict the magnitude of RS  
because the model given by Cant et al. [2] overpredicts the unresolved part of the 
orientation factor sss NNNN )()()( 1111  , which is also in agreement with the 
experimental findings of Veynante et al. [7].  
 
The unresolved strain rate term URS  is modelled by Cant et al. [2] as 
genURS  0/~28.0  , where 0  is the kinematic viscosity in the unburned gas. Here this 
model will be referred to as the SCPB model. An alternative model for URS  is suggested 
in the context of the Coherent Flamelet Model (CFM) [3,4] in the following manner 
(SCFM model): genkUR kS  )~/~(0   where ~  is the dissipation rate of turbulent 
kinetic energy k~ , 0  is a model constant (taken as 0.20  ) and k  is the efficiency 
function proposed by Meneveau and Poinsot [56] which is a function of  0/. TLt Sl   and 
LSk /3/
~2  with 0T  and ~/~ 2/3kCl kt   being the thermal diffusivity in the unburned 
gas and local integral length scale respectively.  For the values of turbulent Reynolds 
number encountered in the present study, the model constant kC  is taken to be 5.1kC  
following Sreenivasan [57]. The predictions of the SCPB model (line with open squares) 
and the SCFM model (line with filled circles) along with URS  obtained from DNS data 
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(solid line) are shown in Figs. 10a-d which indicate that both the models satisfactorily 
capture the behaviour of URS  for the 6.0Le and 0.8 flames. However, both the models 
tend to overpredict (underpredict) the magnitude of URS  towards the reactant (product) 
side for the 0.1Le  and 1.2 flames. Despite these limitations, both models are able to 
capture the order of magnitude of  URS  correctly without any modification to the model 
constants.  It has been found that both SCPB and SCFM models can better predict the 
variation of URS  with Lewis number if a multiplicative correction factor 
p
S LecaLef /)~1()(
  is applied, with constants 76.0Sa , 28.0)1.(75.1  Le  
and 1.1p .  The expression )~1( c  is used to capture the qualitative behaviour of  URS  
across the flame brush while pLe/1  mimics the increase in the magnitude of URS  with 
decreasing Lewis number. The optimum values of the coefficients Sa ,   and p  were 
determined by minimising the modelling errors using a least squares technique. The 
success of the correction factor )(Lef  is substantiated by the predictions of the SCPB-R 
model (line with open circles) and the SCFM-R model (dotted line) as shown in Figs. 
10a-d.  It is clear that the modifications to the SCPB and SCFM models suggested in the 
current study are able to extend the capability of these models in the thin reaction zones 
regime even under non-Lewis number conditions. 
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Modelling of the propagation and curvature terms ( 3T  and 4T ) 
In order to understand the behaviour of the curvature and propagation terms it is useful to 
decompose the displacement speed dS  into separate components arising from reaction 
rS ,  normal diffusion nS  and tangential diffusion tS  [10,12,22-24,34]: 
          
c
wSr  

;         
c
cNDNSn 
 
 ).(.  ;         mt DS 2           (6) 
where 2/.Nm
  is the local flame curvature.  Using eq. 6 the curvature and 
propagation terms can be rewritten as: 
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The variations of the terms 31T , 32T , 41T  and 42T  with c~  for all the present Lewis number 
cases are shown in Figs. 11a-d.  For all cases it can be seen that the propagation term 32T  
(dashed line), which is due to the tangential diffusion component of displacement speed, 
remains negative towards the reactant side of the flame brush but becomes weakly 
positive for the major portion of the flame brush. This is found to be consistent with the 
previous findings of Chakraborty and Klein [58] in the context of c  transport. By 
contrast, the term 31T  (solid line), arising from the combined effects of the reaction and 
normal diffusion components of displacement speed, remains positive towards the 
reactant side of the flame brush but becomes negative towards the product side. It is 
evident from the relative magnitudes of  31T  and 32T  that the net contribution of the 
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propagation term 3T   remains positive towards the reactant side and negative towards the 
product side (see also Figs. 5a-d), which is consistent with previous studies [6-10,12].  
For all cases the term 42T  (line with inverted triangles) remains negative throughout the 
flame brush and its magnitude decreases with increasing Lewis number. The term 41T  
(line with circles) acts as a source term for a major portion of the flame brush for the 
6.0Le  case before becoming weakly negative towards the product side (Fig. 11a).  For 
the 8.0Le , 1.0 and 1.2  flames 41T  acts as a source term towards the reactant side and a 
sink term towards the product side. Comparing Figs. 11a-d it is evident that the extent of 
the positive (negative) contribution of 41T  decreases (increases) with increasing Lewis 
number.  
 
The behaviour of 41T  depends on the curvature dependence of )( nr SS   and c , and on 
the variation of the surface averaged curvature sm )(  across the flame brush. The 
variation of thsm  )(  with c~  for all the flames is shown in Fig. 12a, which indicates 
that sm )(  is positive towards the reactant side and becomes negative towards the 
product side, as reported in previous studies [6-10,12].  Similarly, the behaviour of 42T  
depends on the variation of the surface averaged mean square curvature sm )(
2  which is 
shown (normalised by 2th ) in Fig. 12b.  The greater amount of wrinkling for low Lewis 
number flames leads to an increase in the magnitude of sm )(
2  with decreasing Lewis 
number over a major portion of the flame brush. 
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The correlation coefficients between )( nr SS   and m , and between c  and m , for 
five different isosurfaces of c  across the flame brush are presented in Table 2.  Both of 
these correlation coefficients remain positive for a major portion of the flame brush for 
the 6.0Le  and 0.8 flames, whereas they are mostly negative throughout the flame 
brush for the 0.1Le  and 2.1Le  flames. These findings are consistent with previous 
DNS studies [17,22,23].  The observed behaviour of gensmnr SST  ))((241   is 
explained by the strength of these correlations.  For the 6.0Le  and 0.8 flames, the 
positive mnr SS  )(  and mc   correlations reinforce each other and hence 41T  
remains mostly positive before becoming weakly negative only towards the product side. 
The correlations decrease progressively with increasing Lewis number (see Table 2) and 
so the extent of negative portion of 41T  is greater in the case of 8.0Le  than in the 
6.0Le  case.  In the 0.1Le  case, the relatively weak mnr SS  )(  and 
mc  correlations give rise to the observed positive (negative) contribution of 41T  
towards the reactant (product) side, since sm )(  is positive (negative) towards the 
reactant (product) side.  In the 2.1Le  flame, the predominantly negative 
mnr SS  )(  and mc  correlations lead to a mainly negative contribution of 41T  
which remains positive only towards the reactant side due to a positive value of sm )(  in 
that location (see Fig. 12a). The greater magnitude of )( nr SS   for lower Lewis numbers 
also contributes towards increasing the magnitude of  41T  with decreasing Lewis number.  
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The tangential diffusion component of displacement speed tS  is deterministically 
negatively correlated with curvature which ensures that the term gensmDT  )(4 242   
remains negative throughout.  The large magnitude of sm )(
2  along with a greater value 
of D  for smaller values of Lewis number leads to an increasing magnitude of the 
negative contribution of 42T  with decreasing Lewis number (see Fig 11a-d).  
 
It has been shown in several previous studies [6-10,59] that it is helpful to model the 
contributions of the propagation and curvature terms 3T  and 4T  in combination. The 
variations of the combined terms )( 43 TT   with c~ are presented in Figs. 13a-d where it is 
evident that )( 43 TT   remains positive towards the reactant side but becomes negative 
over a major portion of the flame brush. The combined terms may be modelled as 
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     (8) 
where 0  and cpc  are model parameters.  The third term on the right-hand side represents 
the model for the unresolved part of the combined propagation and curvature terms and is 
modelled following previous studies [6,7,11].   The factor skskN NN )()(1  is an 
orientation factor (in RANS) or resolution parameter (in LES) as suggested by Cant et al. 
[2].  For fully resolved conditions the parameter N  vanishes (i.e. 0N ) and hence so 
does the unresolved term.  For partially-resolved cases the model parameter cpc  is chosen 
to ensure that the model given by eq. 8 captures the positive contribution of )( 43 TT   
towards the reactant side of the flame brush.  For a steady unstrained laminar flame, the 
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combined contribution of )( 43 TT   becomes exactly equal to cNScNS dd 

.).(  
since Ld SS 0   and 0N  for this case.  Based on a realisability analysis, Hawkes 
and Cant [60] suggested that 0  needs to be greater than unity (i.e. 10  ) which is also 
confirmed by previous DNS studies [10,12].  It has been found that for a given value of 
0  the value of cpc  needs to be decreased with increasing Lewis number.  In order to 
mimic this behaviour cpc  is taken to be of the form )]exp(1.[ 11
b
cp Leac
 . 
Minimisation of modelling errors using a least-squares technique reveals that a value of 
0.80   and the expression )]exp(1.[55.0 5.2 Leccp  capture the behaviour of 
)( 43 TT   throughout the flame brush for all the Lewis number cases considered here.  
The results from the model given by eq. 8 with 0  and cpc  as specified are shown in 
Figs. 13a-d and may be compared with the DNS data.   The value 0.80   is somewhat 
greater than the value 0.40   as reported by Han and Huh [11] for a unity Lewis 
number flame, but it should be noted that the term N was not considered in their work, 
and in the present 0.1Le  case the product 0 N  turns out to have the value 4.0 which 
is consistent with Han and Huh [11], as is the value of 35.0cpc  for the unity Lewis 
number flame.  It has been shown in the context of Figs. 11 and 13 that the statistics of 
3T and 4T  are significantly affected by Lewis number due to the influences of Le  on the 
mnr SS  )(  and mc   correlations (see Table 2). This affects the value of c  at 
which the contribution of the combined term )( 43 TT  changes from positive to negative 
values, which is captured here by expressing the model parameter cpc  as a function of 
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Le . A model for the unresolved curvature and propagation term of the form 
( ))1(/()( 20 ccScc genLcpN   ) was proposed earlier by Veynante et al. [7] based on 
experimental data for flames in the corrugated flamelets regime, and the model was 
subsequently used by Hun and Huh [11] for unity Lewis number flames. The present 
findings indicate that the model given by eq. 8 can be used also for non-unity Lewis 
number flames within the thin reaction zones regime provided the Lewis number 
dependence of cpc  is adequately captured.  
 
FSD based reaction rate closure 
According to the FSD reaction rate closure model the combined contributions of the 
reaction rate and molecular diffusion rate is given by [18]: 
                                                 gensdScDw  )().(                                            (9) 
In the context of RANS the contribution of the mean molecular diffusion rate ).( cD   
in statistically planar flames remains small in comparison with the mean reaction rate w  
and hence gensdSw  )( .  For unity Lewis number flames the density-weighted 
displacement speed sdS )(  is often modelled as Lsd SS 0)(    [2-8]. The variation of 
Lsd SS 0/)(   with c~  for all the flames considered here is shown in Fig. 14a. The 
observed variation with both c~  and Lewis number originates from the curvature 
dependence of the various displacement speed components. It was shown earlier (see 
Table 2) that )( nr SS   and c  are positively correlated with curvature for 1Le  
which tends to increase ccSSSS nrsnr  /)()]([   with curvature. This acts to 
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decrease Lsd SS 0/)(   with increasing c~  since sm )(  is positive (negative) towards the 
reactant (product) side of the flame brush. On the other hand, tS  has a strong and 
deterministic negative correlation with curvature (with correlation coefficient close to -1), 
which is opposed by the much weaker positive correlation between c  and curvature for 
the 1Le  cases (see Table 2). The negative correlation between tS  and curvature is 
aided by negative correlation between c  and curvature for the 1Le  cases (see Table 
2). Hence the quantity  ccSS tst  /][   tends to decrease with increasing curvature, 
and this acts to increase Lst SS 0/)(   with increasing c~ . For all of the Lewis number 
cases considered here, the effects of the negative correlation between stS ][  and 
curvature dominate over the positive correlation between snr SS )]([   and curvature to 
result in an increase of Lsd SS 0/)(   with increasing c~ . Figure 14a clearly demonstrates 
that the magnitude of Lsd SS 0/)(   decreases with increasing Lewis number and thus 
sdS )(  cannot be modelled adequately by Lsd SS 0)(   .  The variations of the 
normalised reaction rate Lth Sw 0/   (solid line, labelled as RR), 
Lth ScDw 0/]).([    (line with + symbols, labelled as RR+MD) and the reaction 
rate FSD closure model LthgenL SS 00 /    (line with filled circle symbols, labelled as 
RRFSD) are shown in Figs. 14b-e for all the different Lewis number cases, and 
demonstrate that the model  genLSw  0  significantly underpredicts the magnitude of 
w  for the 6.0Le  and 0.8 flames, although the magnitude of w  is predicted with 
reasonable accuracy for the 0.1Le  and 1.2 flames. Moreover, Figs. 14b-e suggest that 
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the contributions of Lth Sw 0/   and Lth ScDw 0/).(    remain close to each 
other, thus confirming the assumption that the contribution of the normalised molecular 
diffusion term Lth ScD 0/).(    remains negligible in the context of RANS 
simulations, which leads to the approximation gensdSw  )(  (see eq. 9).  
 
Based on the equilibrium of the leading order terms in the balance equation for the 
quantity )~1(~/2 cccGC    it is possible to obtain the following relation for high 
Damköhler number flames [61]: 
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                                                        (10i) 
where the scalar dissipation rate c~  of the reaction progress variable is 
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and the quantity mc  is given by 
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in which )(cP  is the pdf of c and the subscript L refers to laminar flame quantities.  The 
value of mc  remains within the range 0.8 to 0.9 for all the cases considered here [54]. The 
applicability of eq. 10i within the thin reaction zones regime may be assessed by 
revisiting the balance equation for CG  under conditions of low Damköhler number [54], 
whereupon the leading-order balance of reaction rate and scalar dissipation rate 
contributions (i.e. wcw  2   and c~2 ) to the CG  transport equation is found to be 
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unchanged.  Hence eq. 10i remains valid in the thin reaction zones regime. The 
predictions of eq. 10i in the form of the normalised quantity Lthmc Sc 0/)12/(~2    
are shown in Figs. 14b-e (dashed line, labelled as RRSDR - for reaction rate closure by 
scalar dissipation rate) and clearly indicate that eq.10i satisfactorily captures the 
behaviour of the reaction rate for all the different Lewis number cases. 
 
Equation 10i can be scaled as 
                     20
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                    (10iv) 
This suggests firstly that sdS )( can be expressed as genmcsd cS  )12/(~2)(   where 
c~  needs to be modelled. The modelling of c~  for turbulent premixed flames has been 
discussed elsewhere [62-66] and is beyond the scope of this paper.  From Fig. 2a it can be 
observed that thgen  ~ LTgen S/  remains of the order of unity for all Lewis 
numbers considered here. Hence eq. 10iv suggests secondly that the quantity 
genmLc cSLe  )12(/~2 0  is also of order unity.  This can be substantiated from Fig. 
14f where it can be seen that  genmLc cSLe  )12(/.~2 0  indeed remains of the order of 
unity over the major portion of the flame brush for all of the present Lewis number cases.  
It was shown in Fig. 14a and in the context of eq. 10iv that it is possible to scale 
sdS )( as LeSS Lsd /~)( 0 . It is worth noting the resemblance between the correction 
factor )/1( Le  and the experimentally-determined correction factor for turbulent flame 
speed proposed by Muppala et al. [52] for non-unity Lewis number flames. It is evident 
from Figs. 14b-e that the new expression LthgenL SLeS 00 //    (line with open 
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circles, labelled as RRNEW) captures the magnitude of the normalised mean reaction rate 
Lth Sw 0/   reasonably well for all the Lewis number cases. For 0.1Le  RRNEW is 
identically equivalent to RRFSD and hence cannot be distinguished in Fig. 14d. 
However, it is worth noting that the simple scaling LeSS Lsd /~)( 0  does not capture 
the curvature dependence of sdS )(  that has been shown in Fig. 14a and that this 
curvature dependence is likely to be particularly important for the thin reaction zones 
regime [14]. This suggests that a more detailed analysis is required for the modelling of 
sdS )( .  
 
In the current study the models for the various unclosed terms of the FSD transport 
equation are proposed in such a manner that they can be used for both the corrugated 
flamelets and thin reaction zones regimes of combustion over a broad range of Lewis 
numbers. It is worth noting that in the present study the results corresponding to the 
6.0Le , 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 are presented but the model expressions which are shown to 
perform well for all these flames also do a satisfactory job for the 34.0Le  case 
considered in Refs. [20,21]. Although the trends related to FSD transport are correctly 
obtained in the 34.0Le  case, the results are not presented since the level of statistical-
convergence in this case is inferior to the 6.0Le , 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 cases considered 
here. It is also worth noting that the present study is carried out for developing 
statistically planar turbulent premixed flames for low Damköhler number conditions, at 
moderate values of turbulent Reynolds number, where turbulent mixing is expected to 
play a non-negligible role. The review paper by Lipatnikov and Chomiak [67] (and 
references therein) reported that the effects of Le  persist for high values of Damköhler 
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number and turbulent Reynolds number, and this is consistent with several experimental 
observations [28,67-69]. This implies that the Lewis number effects on FSD transport as 
reported in the present work are also relevant for higher values of Damköhler number, 
since the models do not have any explicit Damköhler number dependence and the scaling 
used for modelling the unclosed terms of the FSD transport equation is also valid for high 
values of turbulent Reynolds number. However, the model parameters may have some 
dependence on Reynolds number and thus the sensitivity of the model parameters needs 
to be assessed based on experimental and DNS data at higher values of turbulent 
Reynolds number. Moreover, the present study is carried out for developing flames so the 
model parameters also need to be validated under statistically steady conditions. It is also 
worth noting that the present study does not account for the effects of differential heat 
and mass diffusion induced by light species in flames with global Lewis number close to 
unity [46,70]. Thus three-dimensional DNS with detailed chemistry will be necessary to 
account for these effects and for quantitative validation of the models discussed in the 
present study. More importantly the models developed in the present study need to be 
implemented in an actual RANS code for a configuration for which reliable experimental 
data is available.  Such a-posteriori assessment of the models discussed in the current 
study is beyond the scope of this paper and some of the above issues will form the basis 
of future investigations.  
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The effects of Lewis number on the terms of the generalised FSD transport equation have 
been studied using a DNS database of three-dimensional statistically planar freely 
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propagating developing turbulent premixed flames with global Lewis number ranging 
from 0.6 to 1.2.  It has been found that strong flame normal acceleration in flames with 
1Le  gives rise to counter-gradient transport of FSD whereas flames with 0.1Le  
show gradient transport of FSD under statistically similar turbulent velocity conditions in 
the reactant stream. 
 
The effects of Lewis number on the FSD strain rate term has been found to depend on the 
strength of the dilatation rate which increases with decreasing Lewis number.  This 
tendency is particularly prevalent in the 1Le  flames a result of stronger heat release.  
Moreover, the effects of the strain rate induced by heat release overcomes the effects of 
turbulent straining in flames with 1Le , and hence gives rise to a negative normal strain 
rate contribution for these flames. This effect is prevalent only in the reaction zone for 
flames with 0.1Le , and this gives rise to a positive (negative) normal strain rate 
contribution towards the reactant (product) side of the flame brush in these flames. 
 
The contribution to the FSD propagation term arising from the combined reaction and 
normal diffusion components of displacement speed has been found to remain positive 
towards the reactant side while becoming negative towards the product side for all cases. 
The corresponding contribution from the tangential diffusion component of displacement 
speed has been found to assume negative values towards the reactant side before 
becoming weakly positive over the rest of the flame brush in all cases.  The balance 
between these contributions results in positive (negative) values of the FSD propagation 
term towards the unburned (burned) gas side of the flame brush. 
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By contrast, the deterministically negative contribution to the FSD curvature term arising 
from the tangential diffusion component of displacement speed is found to dominate over 
the contribution arising from the combined reaction and normal diffusion components of 
displacement speed for all cases considered here. The latter contribution has been found 
to depend on the nature of the correlations between the combined reaction and normal 
diffusion components of displacement speed )( nr SS   and curvature and between c  
and curvature.  In low Lewis number cases both of these correlations are mostly positive 
and together lead to a predominantly positive contribution to the FSD curvature term. By 
contrast, for 0.1Le  these correlations gradually become negative, causing the 
contribution to become positive towards the reactant side and negative towards the 
product side.  
 
The modelling of the strain rate, propagation and curvature contributions to the FSD 
transport equation for different Lewis numbers has been analysed in detail and the 
predictions of existing models have been compared with the corresponding quantities 
extracted from DNS data. Based on this comparison, modifications to the models have 
been proposed wherever necessary. It has been shown that the mean turbulent reaction 
rate is well predicted for different Lewis numbers by a simple modification to the 
standard expression of FSD based reaction rate closure.   
 
In the present study the effects of detailed chemistry and the local effects of differential 
heat and mass diffusion rates are not taken into account. Moreover, the modelling of 
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density-weighted surface averaged displacement speed will require more precise thermo-
chemical information. The present study has been carried out for developing flames at 
moderate values of turbulent Reynolds number and the influence of Reynolds number on 
the performance of the models will need to be assessed. The above issues will be 
addressed in future work, with the help of DNS data based on detailed chemistry in a 
statistically steady configuration. 
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TABLES 
 
Le LT SS /  LT AA /  
0.6 4.58 2.66 
0.8 2.53 2.11 
1.0 1.83 1.84 
1.2 1.50 1.76 
 
Table 1: The effects of Lewis number on normalised turbulent flame speed LT SS /  
and normalised flame surface area LT AA /  after 3.0 initial eddy turn over times.  
 
 
Le 
mnr SS  )(  mc   
c=0.1 c=0.3 c=0.5 c=0.7 c=0.9 c=0.1 c=0.3 c=0.5 c=0.7 c=0.9 
0.6 -0.09 0.53 0.75 0.88 0.90 0.17 0.46 0.64 0.74 0.71 
0.8 -0.31 0.22 0.74 0.71 0.67 -0.02 0.20 0.43 0.54 0.44 
1.0 -0.44 -0.52 -0.38 -0.03 0.27 -0.15 -0.13 -0.14 -0.22 -0.40 
1.2 -0.50 -0.71 -0.63 -0.39 -0.06 -0.20 -0.34 -0.62 -0.84 -0.88 
 
Table 2: Correlation coefficients of )( nr SS   and c  with curvature m  at five different 
c isosurfaces across the flame brush for all the flames in the database. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Fig. 1: The contours of c  from 0.1 to 0.9 in steps of 0.1 (from left to right) in the central 
21 xx   plane of the domain after three initial eddy turn over times for: (a) 6.0Le ; (b) 
8.0Le ; (c) 0.1Le ; (d) 2.1Le .  
Fig. 2: Variation of (a) thgen   , (b) thc   and (c) cgen  /  with c~  across the 
flame brush. (d) Variation of gen L   with c  across the flame brush. (e) Temporal 
evolution of LT SS /  for all the cases. 
Fig. 3: (a) Pdfs of c  at the location corresponding to 5.0~ c  for all cases; (b) Variation 
of c  with c~  across the flame brush. The BML relation is shown by the line with open 
squares. (c) and (d) The predictions of the BML relation (eq. 2),  the new model (eq. 3)  
and the new model without the Lewis number dependence (i.e. )~1/(~)1( cgcg aa    
shown as Model-g) for c  with c~  across the flame brush in the case of (c) 6.0Le  and 
(d) 2.1Le  flames; (e) Variation of segregation factor g  with c~  across the flame brush. 
Fig. 4: Variation of thgen   with c~  across the flame brush obtained using full and 
spatially distinct half sample size in the 32 xx   direction for: (a) 6.0Le ; (b) 8.0Le ; 
(c) 0.1Le ; (d) 2.1Le . (e) Variation of cgen  /  with c~  across the flame brush 
based on a spatially distinct half sample size in the 32 xx   direction. 
Fig. 5: Variations of 1T , 2T , 3T  and 4T  with c~  throughout the flame brush for: (a) 
6.0Le  ; (b) 8.0Le ; (c) 0.1Le ; (d) 2.1Le . All the terms are normalised using 
2/ thLS   of the respective cases. 
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Fig. 6: Variations of (a) Lthgengens Sxuu //]
~)([ 3111   and (b) 
Lth Sxccu 011 //~    with c~  across the flame brush. The zero value in Figs. 6a and 
b is shown by a chain dotted line. 
Fig. 7: Comparison of model predictions with DNS data for the normalised FSD turbulent 
transport term Lthgens Suu /]
~)([ 11  : (a) 6.0Le ; (b) 8.0Le ; (c) 0.1Le ; (d) 
2.1Le .   
Fig. 8: Variations of FSDD , FSDN , RS  and URS  with c~  across the flame brush for: (a) 
6.0Le ; (b) 8.0Le ; (c) 0.1Le ; (d) 2.1Le . All the terms are normalised using 
2/ thLS   of the respective cases. 
Fig. 9: Variations of RS  with  c~  across the flame brush for: (a) 6.0Le  ; (b) 8.0Le ; 
(c) 0.1Le ; (d) 2.1Le  along with the predictions of the MCPB and MV models. All 
the terms are normalised using 2/ thLS   of the respective cases. 
Fig. 10: Variations of URS   with  c~  across the flame brush for: (a) 6.0Le ; (b) 
8.0Le ; (c) 0.1Le ; (d) 2.1Le  along with the predictions of the SCPB, SCFM, 
SCPB-R and SCFM-R models. All the terms are normalised using 2/ thLS   of the 
respective cases. 
Fig. 11: Variations of 31T , 32T , 41T  and 42T  with c~  for: (a) 6.0Le ; (b) 8.0Le ; (c) 
0.1Le ; (d) 2.1Le . All the terms are normalised using 2/ thLS   of the respective 
cases.  
Fig. 12: Variations of (a) thsm  )(  and (b) (m2 )s th2   with c~  across the flame brush 
for all the flames.  
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Fig. 13: Variations of )( 43 TT   and the model (eq. 8) prediction with c~  for: (a) 
6.0Le ; (b) 8.0Le ; (c) 0.1Le ; (d) 2.1Le . All the terms are normalised using 
2/ thLS   of the respective cases. 
Fig. 14: (a) Variation of Lsd SS 0/)(   with c~  for all cases. (b)-(e) Variations of the 
quantities Lth Sw 0/   (RR), Lth ScDw 0/)).((    (RR+MD), 
LthgenL SS 00 /    (RRFSD), Lthmc Sc 0/)12/(~2    (RRSDR) and 
LthgenL SLeS 00 //    (RRNEW) with c~  for (b) 6.0Le ; (c) 8.0Le ; (d) 
0.1Le ; (e) 2.1Le . (f) Variation of genmLc cSLe  )12(/.~2 0  with c~  for all cases. 
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                                    (c)                                                                       (d) 
Fig. 1: The contours of  from 0.1 to 0.9 in steps of 0.1 (from left to right) in the 
central  plane of the domain after three initial eddy turn over times for: (a
 ; (b) ; (c) ; (d) .   
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                                  (c)                                                                     (d) 
 
(e) 
Fig. 2: Variation of (a)  , (b)  and (c)  with  
across the flame brush. (d) Variation of   with  across the flame brush. 
(e) Temporal evolution of  for all the cases. 
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                                  (c)                                                                    (d) 
 
(e) 
Fig. 3: (a) Pdfs of  at the location corresponding to  for all cases; (b) 
Variation of  with  across the flame brush. The BML relation is shown by the 
line with open squares. (c) and (d) The predictions of the BML relation (eq. 2),  
the new model (eq. 3)  and the new model without the Lewis number dependence 
(i.e.  shown as Model-g) for  with  across the flame 
brush in the case of (c)  and (d)  flames; (e) Variation of 
segregation factor  with  across the flame brush. 
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Fig. 4: Variation of  with  across the flame brush obtained using full 
and spatially distinct half sample size in the  direction for: (a) ; 
(b) ; (c) ; (d) . (e) Variation of  with  
across the flame brush based on a spatially distinct half sample size in the  
direction. 
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Fig. 5: Variations of , ,  and  with  throughout the flame brush for: 
(a) 
€ 
Le = 0.6 ; (b)
€ 
Le = 0.8 ; (c) 
€ 
Le =1.0 ; (d)
€ 
Le =1.2 . All the terms are normalised 
using 
€ 
SL /δth2  of the respective cases. 
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(b) 
 
Fig. 6: Variations of (a) 
€ 
[(u1)s − ˜ u1]Σgen ×∂Σgen /∂x1 ×δth3 /SL  and (b) 
 with  across the flame brush. The zero value in Figs. 
6a and b is shown by a chain dotted line. 
    
                                     (a)                                                                      (b) 
     
                                       (c)                                                                     (d) 
 
Fig. 7: Comparison of model predictions with DNS data for the normalised FSD 
turbulent transport term : (a) ; (b) ; (c) 
€ 
Le =1.0 ; (d) 
€ 
Le =1.2 .   
 (a)   (b) 
 
                                  (c)                                                                      (d) 
Fig. 8: Variations of , ,  and  with  across the flame brush for: 
(a) 
€ 
Le = 0.6 ; (b) 
€ 
Le = 0.8 ; (c)
€ 
Le =1.0 ; (d)
€ 
Le =1.2 . All the terms are normalised 
using 
€ 
SL /δth2  of the respective cases. 
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Fig. 9: Variations of  with   across the flame brush for: (a) 
€ 
Le = 0.6 ; (b)
€ 
Le = 0.8 ; (c) 
€ 
Le =1.0 ; (d) 
€ 
Le =1.2  along with the predictions of the MCPB and 
MV models. All the terms are normalised using 
€ 
SL /δth2   of the respective cases. 
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                                     (c)                                                                       (d) 
 
Fig. 10: Variations of   with   across the flame brush for: (a) 
€ 
Le = 0.6 ; (b) 
€ 
Le = 0.8 ; (c) 
€ 
Le =1.0 ; (d) 
€ 
Le =1.2  along with the predictions of the SCPB, 
SCFM, SCPB-R and SCFM-R models. All the terms are normalised using 
€ 
SL /δth2
of the respective cases. 
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Fig. 11: Variations of , ,  and  with  for (a) 
€ 
Le = 0.6 ; (b) 
€ 
Le = 0.8 ; 
(c) 
€ 
Le =1.0 ; (d) 
€ 
Le =1.2 . All the terms are normalised using 
€ 
SL /δth2  of the 
respective cases.  
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Fig. 12: Variations of (a) 
€ 
(κm )s ×δthand (b)   with  across the flame 
brush for all the flames.  
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Fig. 13: Variations of  
€ 
(T3 + T4 )and the model (eq. 8) prediction with  for (a) 
€ 
Le = 0.6 ; (b) 
€ 
Le = 0.8 ; (c) 
€ 
Le =1.0 ; (d) 
€ 
Le =1.2 . All the terms are normalised 
using 
€ 
SL /δth2  of the respective cases. 
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Fig. 14: (a) Variation of  with  for all cases. (b)-(e) Variations of 
the quantities 
€ 
˙ w ×δth /ρ0SL  (RR), 
€ 
( ˙ w +∇.(ρD∇c)) ×δth /ρ0SL  (RR+MD); 
€ 
ρ0SLΣgen ×δth /ρ0SL (RRFSD),  (RRSDR) and 
 (RRNEW) with  for (b) 
€ 
Le = 0.6 ; (c) 
€ 
Le = 0.8 ; (d)
€ 
Le =1.0 ; (e)
€ 
Le =1.2 . (f) Variation of  with  for all 
cases.  
 
